Mid Pay Period Rate Changes allows organizations to process payroll easily and accurately when an employee’s pay rate changes on a specific date in the middle of a pay period.

Automatically recognizes and enforces the effective dates of mid pay period pay rate changes

Mid Pay Period Rate Changes captures information when a pay rate change occurs and stores it for later use during payroll processing. Pay rate changes are then implemented on their effective date and payroll transactions are automatically updated to reflect both the old and new pay rates, within the same pay period, for that employee.

Payroll transactions will automatically adjust during payroll processing

Payroll transactions occurring after the pay rate change will reflect the new rate. Payroll transactions occurring before the pay rate change reflect the old pay rate.

Enforces different pay rates within the same pay period and shows this in the earnings statement

Employees can verify their pay change by seeing their old pay rate and corresponding hours in one line on the earnings statement and the new pay rate with corresponding hours in a different line—it’s that easy!

Supports salaried (exempt) and hourly (non-exempt) employees’ mid pay period pay rate changes

Integrates seamlessly with blended overtime calculations

Overtime rates are recalculated to ensure the base rate is correct when mid period pay rate adjustments occur.